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Letter from the Guildmistress 
 
Greetings String Nuts! 
  
At last, we have a new edition of Knot Now! Many thanks to Lord Gauen Wydefare 
for taking 
over production of our newsletter. I look forward to seeing the improvements he 
makes with each 
issue. If you would like to write an article for future editions, please contact 
Lord Gauen. 
  
As I write this, I anxiously await the arrival of the fingerlooped cords for the 
Queen's Pennsic 
Gifts. It's our first Official Kingdom Project and I'm sure Her Majesty will be 
suitably impressed. 
We are still collecting medallion cords for an eventual presentation to the 
Kingdom. If you're 
interested in making cords, please feel free to contact me about the project 
specifications, colors, 
materials, etc. Lady Thorkatla Ulfsdottir has finished painting the presentation 
box, so now it's up 
to us to make pretty things to put in it. 
  
Due to my new position as Kingdom Chatelaine, I will be attending many more 
events in the 
coming months, including Coronation and Crown Tournament. I'll have the Charter 
with me at as 
many of these events as I can arrange, for those who have not yet seen it. As 
always, I welcome 
suggestions for events where we can hold gatherings. Even if I cannot attend 
myself, I can send 
flyers and other information about the group to the person running the 
gathering. We will, of 
course, have our regular meeting at Hrim Schola in March. 
  
I wish everyone a Good Pennsic! 
  
Yours In Service and In String, 
Angharad 
 
Narrowworker's Guild Chartered 
 
Their Majesties Thorson and Svava officially recognized the Worshipful Company 
of 
Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom at Hrim-Schola IX in the year AS XXXIX, in 
common 
reckoning March 12, 2005. Above [See KN5a.GIF] is the guild half of the charter, 
complete with 
seal tags. 
 
Getting Your Message Across, Subtly 
(A Nifty Use For Twist Pattern Tablet Weaving) 



Part 1, History and Theory 
by Alistrina de Mann (Susan Nalley) 
 
There are some amazingly beautiful tablet weaving techniques which use color 
contrast to get the 
visual effect across; familiar examples include brocade, double-faced and 
snartemo. However, 
there exists another, more subtle, technique for imparting a design into a 
tablet-woven band; this 
method is known mundanely as "Twist Patterning" (although I prefer to call it 
"shadow 
weaving"). 
 
Twist patterning can be used to create subtle dimensional effects like basket-
weaving (my 
apprentice belt is a good example); this technique is apparent in an early 13th 
C silk belt 
recovered from the tomb of Philip of Swabia. The belt shows alternating blocks 
of S- and Z- 
twined cords, interspersed with areas of brocading (an interesting combination 
of texture and 
color effect).1 
 
However, my favorite use of twist patterning is for inscription of words into 
the weaving. One of 
the best-known examples of this technique can be seen in a silk band from 
Augsburg dated to the 
9th-10th C. The piece is 92 tablets wide; the outermost two warp rows are red, 
the next innermost 
four warp rows are green, and the remaining warp rows, making up the body of the 
band, are red. 
The letters of the Augsburg band are formed in roman capitals. The serifs are 11 
cards wide, top 
and bottom, leaving the bodies of the letters (those with serifs) 60 cards wide. 
The inscription 
takes up the entire width of the inner 82-warp row section, and reads: "IN 
NOMINE DOMINI 
AILBECUNDE VE --- V XRI IHEV NOSTRI IN NOMINE DOME".2 
 
This simple yet elegant band inspired me to make my own bands in the same 
technique (using 
the Guild Silk  , of course!). I experienced technical difficulty in the middle 
of the first piece 
(always sand the holes of your wood cards! Sharp edges chew through fiber!), and 
so used 
commercial paper cards for the second piece, which I sewed to one of my apron 
dresses. The 
message reads the same for both: SI HIC LEGES, NIMIS PROXIMA ES (Loosely 
translated: If 
you can read this, you're too close). Photo of first piece, done in yellow silk, 
is shown below 
[See KN5b.GIF]. 
 
Twist patterning lends itself best to blocks and diagonals, so I kept the roman 
lettering style of 
the Augsburg band, adjusting the pattern of the letters so that there would 
still be serifs at the 



tops and bottoms of the letters while keeping the band to a manageable width of 
24 cards.  
 
To properly thread the cards for the twist pattern technique, ensure that all 
pattern-creating cards 
are threaded in the same direction. To help delineate the pattern, thread the 
border cards in the 
opposite direction from that of the pattern cards. For example, using 24 cards, 
thread from left to 
right: (2x)Z, (20x)S, (2x)Z (you may, of course, thread your borders any way you 
wish!). 
 
There are two methods of card turning which create the same twist pattern 
result:    
1. with each weft row, turn the ground cards in one direction (ie, away from 
you) and turn the 
pattern cards in the opposite direction (towards you) [See KN5c.GIF]. 
2. with each weft row, rotate each pattern cards horizontally to change its 
threading direction, 
then turn all cards in the same direction [See KN5d.GIF]. 
 
I wove my bands using the first method listed above; it's easier for me to track 
my card turning 
than to rotate individual cards. The beautiful part of this technique is that 
you turn the cards only 
once per weft shot to get the effect (unlike turning twice in double-face, for 
instance), making the 
most difficult part of the process keeping track of what row you're on! 
The only other trick is to get the letter and word spacing right. I have found 
that three turns 
between letters and six between words works well. 
 
Part 2, (next Knot Now): Letter graphs, to create your own subtle sayings! 
 
Endnotes: 
1Peter Collingwood, The Techniques of Tablet Weaving, p. 117 
2Muller-Christensen, Textilien in Schweben, p.196 
 
Bibliography: 
Collingwood, Peter, The Techniques of Tablet Weaving, Robin & Russ Handweavers, 
Inc., 2002 
ISBN 1-56659-055-88 
 
Muller-Christensen, Textilien in Schweben, Klischees und Lighographie Muller & 
Schmoger und 
Repro Union GmbH., Augsburg 1973 
 
Photo and Illustrations by the author. 
 
Letter from the Editor 
 
Greetings to the guild! 
 
Welcome to my first issue of Knot Now.  The guild is made up of individuals with 
a tremendous 
amount of knowledge and skill.  Knot Now is a forum for all of that talent. From 
basic "how to" 



to more advanced subjects, from fingerloop braiding to tablet weaving to 
kumihimo and more, 
there is much that would be of interest to the membership. Book reviews, museum 
exhibit 
reviews, lists of helpful web resources, documentation of A&S entries, handouts 
and notes from 
classes, interesting period narrowwares, and new patterns all would be great!  I 
encourage 
everyone to contribute, even if you think you don't have anything "interesting" 
enough, or that 
"everyone knows this already." As a group we encompass every skill level in a 
myriad of 
disciplines, so everything is fair game for the Knot Now. I assure you, your 
work will be 
appreciated!  With your help, this newsletter will be a great read and resource 
for many years to 
come. 
 
gauen wydefare 
 
Fingerloop Braids from Natura Exenterata (1655) 
by Lady Ynes Garcia (Lisa Fogelman) 
 
As I was researching what Richard Rutt claims in A History of Hand Knitting is 
the first extant 
English language knitting pattern for a pair of stockings in Natura Exenterata 
(NE), I came 
across a number of different fiber arts topics that interested me: dyeing, 
making laces, and 
making net. I printed the pages from the microfilm and took them home. Here is 
what I learned 
from the section on making laces. 
 
I recognized the laces in NE as fingerloop braiding because many of them have 
the same names 
as those in Compleat Anachronist (CA) 108: A broad Lace of V Bows, A lace 
Maskell, A lace 
piole. In fact, most of the instructions I've investigated so far seem identical 
or nearly identical to 
the braids from CA 108. 
 
The part I found most interesting in NE was the section before the lace patterns 
where the author 
explains how the laces are made, describing the naming convention for fingers in 
the 
instructions, the ways of taking bows, and so forth.  
 
This article includes my interpretations of the instructions, on what I based 
those interpretations, 
and my interpretations of a few of the lace patterns.I will eventually work 
through all the 
patterns, but I find the individual patterns less complex in this text than the 
instructions for 
making laces. 
 
Instructions for Making Laces 
 



The introduction describes the how the fingers are named, how bows are taken, 
how bows are 
reversed, how bows are turned, how bows are changed with a fellow, how bows are 
hayn and 
how bows are lowen.  
 
Labeling the fingers 
 
NE labels the second, third, fourth, and fifth fingers A,B,C,D. I interpreted 
this as A being the 
index finger, B the middle finger, C the ring finger, and D the pinky finger. 
This labeling scheme 
seems to make the most sense when working on 8-loop braids like the Lace 
Maskell, because I 
found it impossible to work this braid if I used ring, middle, index, and thumb 
as A,B,C,D. 
 
Taking Bows 
 
Bows are taken either reversed or right, which is called unreversed in the lace 
patterns. When a 
bow is taken reversed, the part of the bow that was under the finger ends up on 
top of the finger 
that took the bow. When a bow is taken unreversed, the bow is slid from one 
finger to the other 
so that the part of the bow that was on top of the finger ends up on top of the 
finger that took the 
bow. The unreversed bow does not get twisted. This is fairly clear directly from 
NE and is also 
the way CA108 describes the taking of bows. 
 
Reversing and Turning 
 
Confusing matters some, bows can also be reversed in place, not just when they 
are taken. Bows 
are reversed by flipping the bow over halfway so the part that was under the 
finger ends up on 
top of the finger, a 180 degree turn. Bows are turned by flipping the bow over 
all the way so the 
part that was under the finger ends up under the finger, a 360 degree turn. This 
is also fairly clear 
directly from the text and supported by CA108. 
 
Changing with a Fellow 
 
When working with a fellow, bows are changed inside hand to inside hand (near 
hands) or 
outside hand to outside hand (far hands). When changing bows on the near hand, 
the fellow on 
the left goes through the top bow of the right hand from left to right to 
exchange the top bow of 
the fellow's left hand unreversed. When changing bows on the far hands, the 
fellow on the right 
goes through the top bow of the right hand from left to right and moving below 
all the other bows 
exchanges the top bow of the fellow on the left unreversed. This interpretation 
comes from trial 



and error with the instructions from NE on "A Lace bordered" and "A Lace covert 
of ten bowes." 
This interpretation produced the laces that I found most aesthetically pleasing 
from those two 
patterns. 
 
Lowen and Hayn Bows 
 
To hayn bows, move the bow on finger B to finger A, finger C to finger B, and 
finger D to finger 
C. To lowen bows, move the bow on finger C to finger D, finger B to finger C, 
finger A to finger 
B. This is what CA108 describes as "walking the bows." 
 
Patterns for Individual Laces 
 
A broad Lace of V Bows. 
Creates a flat lace, basically D-shaped in cross-section. 
 
Set up: bows on L-ABC and R-BC 
Step 1: take R-A through R-B, take L-C reversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L 
Step 3: take L-A through L-B, take R-C reversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R 
 
A Lace round of V bow. 
Creates a round lace, basically square in cross-section. 
 
Set up: bows on L-ABC and R-BC 
Step 1: take R-A through R-BC, take L-C reversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L 
Step 3: take L-A through L-BC, take R-C reversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R 
 
An open Lace of V bows. 
Creates two five-strand laces. 
 
Set up: bows on L-ABC and R-BC 
Step 1: take R-A through R-BC, take L-C unreversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L 
Step 3: take L-A through L-BC, take R-C unreversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R 
 
The same Lace of divers colours. 
Creates two five-strand laces, each a different color. 
 
Set up: bows of 2 colors on L-ABC and R-BC with the same color up on all fingers 
Step 1: take R-A through R-BC, take L-C unreversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L 
Step 3: take L-A through L-BC, take R-C unreversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R 
 
A Lace bastuve of five Bows. 
Creates a round lace, basically square in cross-section, with vertical stripes. 
 
Set up: bows of 2 colors on L-ABC and R-BC with the same color up on all the L 
bows and 



down on all the R bows 
Step 1: take R-A through R-BC, take L-C reversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L 
Step 3: take L-A through L-BC, take R-C reversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R 
 
A broad Lace for Purses of ten bowes.† 
A wider flat lace, a very flat V-shaped cross-section 
 
Set up: bows on L-ABC and R-BC and L'-ABC and R'-BC 
Step 1: take R-A through R-B, take L-C reversed 
       take R'-A through R'-B, take L'-C reversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L 
       lowen bows L' 
Step 3: take L-A through L-B, take R-C reversed    
       take L'-A through L'-B, take R'-C reversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R 
       lowen bows R' 
Step 5: change R-B with L'-A 
 
 
A Lace bordered.† 
A wide lace with a stripe down the center. 
 
Set up: bows of 2 colors on L-ABC and R-BC and L'-ABC and R'-BC with the same 
color up on 
L and R' bows and that color down on R and L' bows. 
Step 1: take R-A through R-BC, take L-C reversed 
       take R'-A through R'-BC, take L'-C reversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L      
       lowen bows L' 
Step 3: take L-A through L-BC, take R-C reversed    take L'-A through L'-BC, 
take R'-C 
     reversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R                           lowen bows R' 
Step 5: change R-B with L'-A 
 
A Lace covert of ten bowes.† 
A round lace of one color with another lace of another color inside it. 
 
Set up: bows of 2 colors on L-ABC and R-BC and L'-ABC and R'-BC with the same 
color up on 
all bows. 
Step 1: take R-A through R-BC, take L-C unreversed 
       take R'-A through R'-BC, take L'-C unreversed 
Step 2: lowen bows L 
       lowen bows L' 
Step 3: take L-A through L-BC, take R-C unreversed 
       take L'-A through L'-BC, take R'-C unreversed 
Step 4: lowen bows R 
       lowen bows R' 
Step 5: change R-B with L'-A 
Step 6: change L-A with R'-B 
 
A lace Maskell. 
An intricate lace formed of 4 separate small laces intertwined. 
 



Set up: bows on L-ABCD and R-ABCD 
Step 1: change L-A with R-A, L-B with R-B, L-C with R-C, and L-D with R-D 
Step 2: repeat step 1 
Step 3: repeat step 1 
Step 4: change R-B with L-C and R-C with L-B 
 
†Editor's Note: The original article as submitted included column formatting to 
illustrate the left and right hands of 
two braiders, signified by L/R and L'/R'. Due to space constraints, the symbol   
replaces the two-column visual cue 
to help braiders more easily differentiate sets of hands. 
 
A Tablet Woven Seal Tag for the Charter of  
the Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers 
by gauen wydefare (Mark Rosenthal) 
 
In period, official documents were sealed as well as signed to assure 
authenticity. Wax seals were 
attached to official documents with a strip of ribbon or parchment known as seal 
tags. For the 
charter of the Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers of the East Kingdom I created 
a seal tag  
based on period example. 
 
The original band is woven of silk in apple green, white, and pink. It was found 
on "the charter 
by William, King of the Scots, to David de Haia, son of William de Haia of the 
Land of Erroll, 
for service of two knights" and dates from the late 12th century. The 52-tablet 
band consists of 
two split ends in plain weave patterned with broken chevrons. The center portion 
is woven in 3-1 
broken twill with animal motifs. The borders, each seven tablets wide, are green 
and pink 
threaded-in triangles.1 
 
The band I adapted for the charter (see photo, page 1 [KN5a.GIF], far right) was 
woven of silk in purple and 
gold, dyed and provided by THL Mistress Þóra Sharptooth. This band, 32-tablets 
wide, consists 
of two split ends in plain weave patterned with broken chevrons after the 
original. The center 
portion is woven in 3-1 broken twill of four motifs representing my kingdom, 
barony, and 
canton. The borders, each three tablets wide, are matching purple and gold 
threaded-in triangles. 
 
The first charge in the band, signifying the crown of the East, is a tiger 
combatant, which was 
modified from animal motifs in the original band with attention paid to East 
Kingdom heraldic 
convention. The second charge, a tree adapted from patterns in the Arlon band,2 
is reminiscent of 
the Barony Beyond the Mountain's heraldic device of an oak tree, eradicated. 
Third, a dragon 
taken from a pattern published by Mistress Rowena of Jorvik signifies the canton 
of Dragon's 



Aerie.3 Finally the original design of a purple skein of yarn represents the 
Worshipful Company 
of Narrowworkers. [See KN5e.JPG, KN5f.JPG, KN5g.JPG, and KN5h.JPG.] 
 
Endnotes: 
1Henshall, Audrey, Archaeological Journal, Vol. 121, 1964, pp. 154-162: band 
number 3. 
2Collingwood, Peter, The Techniques of Tablet Weaving (McMinnville, OR: Robin 
and Russ 
Handweavers, 1996), 213. 
3"Virginia Corman's Tablet Weaving Patterns," 
www.ronane.com/cards/corman/corman.html 
 
Send your submissions for Knot Now to knot_now@earthlink.net. Deadline for 
submissions 
is tentatively set for February 2, 2006 for publication at the next Hrim-Schola. 
 
Quotable Quote: "The plastic tips on the end of shoelaces are called aglets. 
Their true purpose is sinister."    The Question, Justice League Unlimited. 
 
Knot Now is the official newsletter of the Worshipful Company of Narrowworkers 
of the East 
Kingdom. It is published (theoretically) twice annually. 
Guildmistress Lady Angharad y Rhosyn ferch Rhain( Allison Sarnoff) 
Editor Lord gauen wydefare (Mark Rosenthal) 
Send all inquiries to knot_now@earthlink.net. 
 
 


